Making Charts in Reunion for the Mac
Reunion creates six different types of charts. You can choose the people and information you want to
include and make a chart with the click of a button.
Charts are based on the information that you have already entered into Reunion. Each type of chart can
have varied layout plans and different orientations, fonts, and colors. You select these styles within the
chart creator.
The key to making charts is to experiment and test the different versions. If you know that something
can be done, click around, use the drop-down menus, and create a chart. If you don’t like it, close it
(don’t save), and make a new one.
Begin with a couple in the Family View. From the left sidebar, choose Charts and select the type of
chart you want to create. It will be created using information about the couple in the family view. From
this point there are many choices to vary the look. Here’s a few notes about the six types of charts with
adjustments and printing tips at the end.
Ancestor Chart – also known as pedigree: Choose:
the person and number of generations, and prune –
choose whether to use marked people, to remove
duplicates, to use privacy filtering (if you want to
exclude living people), to include preferred pictures,
and to limit to one page (it may be very condensed, so
consider carefully). Then choose a layout. Try the
default first. If that doesn’t contain the information you
want, don’t save that chart and try again. The layout
drop-down menu allows you to define layouts. Go
there, choose add layout, and look at all the tabs and choices to include the information that you want.

Descendant Chart: Choose: the person and number
of generations, and prune. The first choice for bold
children only will include only your direct line (if
already bold). The other choices are similar to those
for the Ancestor chart.
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Fan Chart: Choose the person, number of generations,
and whether to use only marked ancestors. Most other
adjustments are made after you create the chart from
Fan>Settings. Pay attention to the Content tab, especially
trying out the different Spreads. Check and uncheck the
other boxes and see if you like what they do. Next look at
the Text tab which lets you decide the content of the
boxes and the attributes of the fonts. Often the default
works just fine. The third tab is Color; this is your chance
to go wild. Besides changing the individual box colors,
the best part here is in the bottom right corner which starts
with Presets. If you drop that down, you’ll see 17 more
variations of the color arrangements – not just different
colors, but how they are arranged on the chart.
Relative Chart: Choose the person, number of
generations up and number down. Your person will
show up in the middle with descendants and
ancestors above and below or to the left and right,
depending on the orientation that you chose. Make
choices for marked relatives, privacy filtering, and
preferred pictures, as above. There are some new
layout choices, but you can define the layout to
include what you want.

Timeline Chart: Choose who to
include. If you want to know who
was living in a certain time period,
check Span, and put in the dates for
that time. Choose a name format
and create. As before, you can edit
and delete to make it work for you.
An interesting possible addition is
Perspectives. These are sets of
events of historical significance
which will help put your ancestors
in the context of their time. You
can download them here:
http://www.leisterpro.com/doc/version9/perspective/perspectives.php
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Cascading Pedigree

Cascading Pedigree Chart: Choose the person, number of generations,
number per page, and prune. If you will have more than one page, add
an index. Decide on marked ancestors, preferred pictures, and remove
duplicates. Look at Box Setup to decide what information to put in the
boxes. Give your chart a title and choose your font – this time you will
go straight to print. Once you have clicked print, you’ll see your usual
print box, but don’t print yet. In the bottom left, click on PDF and Open
in Preview. Then you can see if this is what you want. If not, cancel and
try again.

4 Galen R. “Doc” ELLIOTT
b. 1786
bp. Virginia
m. 20 Jan 1810
mp. Nelson County, Kentucky
d. 30 Oct 1837
dp. Prob. Pulaski County, Kentucky

2 Milton Barnes* ELLIOTT
b. 1810
bp. Nelson County, Kentucky
m. 28 May 1835
mp. Somerset, Pulaski
d. ca 1848
dp. Kentucky?

5 Nancy ELLIOTT
b. ca 1793
bp. Virginia
d. 1862
dp. prob. Pulaski County, Kentucky

1 Sophia Mills* ELLIOTT
b. 13 Mar 1836
bp. Somerset, Pulaski
m. 1857
mp. Clinton County, Kentucky
d. 18 Jan 1922
dp. De Leon, Comanche

6 John SALLEE
b. 1776-80
bp. Charlotte County, Virginia
m. 24 Nov 1804
mp. Lincoln County, Kentucky
d. 11 Oct 1845
dp. Mercer County, Kentucky

3 Cyrene Ann SALLEE
b. May 1815
bp. Pulaski County, Kentucky
d. 1910
dp. May, Brown County, Texas

Chart #1
8 Nathaniel Allen ELLIOTT
b. 1768-69-78
bp. Virginia
m.
mp.
d.
dp.

16 Samuel ELLIOTT
b. 1745
d. 2 Jan/Feb 1822
Mary (Polly) OLDHAM
b. 1750/58
17 d. 1803
18

b.
bp.
d.
9 dp.

10 John William ELLIOTT
b. ca 1770-1772
bp. Virginia or Maryland
m. ca 1791-92
mp. Virginia
d. ca 1834
dp. Pulaski County, Kentucky

b.
d.

b.
19 d.
20 Samuel ELLIOTT** (Box #16)
b. 1745
d. 2 Jan/Feb 1822
Mary (Polly) OLDHAM** (Box #17)
b. 1750/58
21 d. 1803
22

Mary Ann BARNES
b. ca 1772/75
bp.
d. ca 1840
11 dp.

12 Oliver SALLEE
b. 5 Nov 1749
bp. Manakintown, King William Parish, Goochland
m. 28 Nov 1774
mp. Charlotte County, Virginia
d. aft 1831
dp. Somerset, Mercer County, Kentucky

Sarah Hannah (Sally) JOHNSON
b. ca 1750
bp. Virginia
d. 1820/30
13 dp. Somerset, Mercer County, Kentucky

14 Abraham SUBLETT
b. 1756
bp. Charlotte County, Virginia
m. 9 May 1782
mp. Charlotte County, Virginia
d. 1 Mar 1844
dp. Lincoln County, Kentucky

b.
d.

b.
23 d.
24 William (Guillaume) SALLEE
b. ca 1705-11
d. 15 Feb 1789
Marie Magdaline CHASTAIN
b. ca 1720
25 d. ca 1800
26 William JOHNSTON
b.
d.
Anna BRUMFIELD
b.
27 d.
28 Abraham SOBLET
b. 1726
d. 1782
Elizabeth (Swanna) LA SALLE
b.
29 d.

Quick Relationship Chart
To find the relationship between two people...
• Choose Find in the Navbar on the left — the Find panel appears.
• Look in the middle of the Find panel for the heading: Find relationship between two people.
• Select two people to search for a relationship. You'll see a place for Person 1 and Person 2. By
default, the husband and wife in the current family view will appear as Person 1 and Person 2. One
way to select other people is to drag and drop anybody from any sidebar or List window.
• When both spots are occupied, click the Find Relationship button.
Reunion will explain...
• How Person 2 is related to Person 1.
• Who is the common ancestor (if any).
• How the common ancestor is related to Person 1.
• How the common ancestor is related to Person 2.
To create a chart that connects the two people, click the Create Chart button. The chart will assume
the "layout" currently specified in Charts > Descendant.
7 Mary Elizabeth SUBLETT
b. 1787
bp. Charlotte County, Virginia
d. aft 1848
dp.

Sarah Celia SUBLETT
b. 1760
bp. Charlotte County, Virginia
d. 1827/30
15 dp. Lincoln County, Kentucky

30 William A. SUBLETT
b. 16 Apr 1723
d. ca 1780

Susannah G. ALLEN
b. 8 Feb 1731/32
31 d. 17 Oct 1803
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Adjusting: Once you have created a chart, pay attention to the drop-down menus at the top. An
important one is Tree>Orientation. This allows you to try different alignments; try them– some will
make your chart more readable. Experiment with the other drop-down menus, especially Object. Some
actions require you to select a box first. Use command Z (undo) if you don’t like the change!
The title of the chart can be changed from the generic to one that you create by double-clicking and
typing. Once you have the new title, the font, color, and size can be changed in the left side bar.
Within a chart you can edit the boxes by double clicking to add or change the information. You can
even delete boxes of people that you do not want to include (this will not change the information in
your main family view). You can also change the colors within the boxes and the colors and attributes
of the fonts by using the side bar on the left (activate the side bar by selecting a box or boxes).
Printing: The number of pages that your chart will take to print is found in the lower left. You can
print out all the pages and get out the scotch tape, you can save the chart as a pdf to print (one page) or
mail to a relative (who can zoom to see the details), or you can save as JPG, PNG, or TIFF and take to
FedEx for large scale printing (this may take some experimenting). The native format in Reunion is as
a boxchart which can only be opened in Reunion. Heartland Family Graphics specializes in Reunion
charts. If you need a really large chart (many feet long), look at their work at
http://www.familygraphics.com/GalleryPage.html and see if this might be the solution.
There are so many different choices! This covers only the main attributes. The best suggestion is –
experiment!!
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